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Rapid and transparent failover is an
essential element of any high-avail-
ability system as all hardware and
software, no matter how reliable, even-
tually fail. A rapid and transparent
failover is required to maintain the
availability of the service and meet 
the high-availability demands placed
on telecom equipment. A properly
designed system delivers failure detec-
tion and transparent failover between
an active and standby server in less
than a second. Thus, in the case of a
telephone switch, a failure may cause 
a sentence to be garbled, but a call 
will not be dropped.

In order to provide rapid and transparent
failover, a hot-standby application must
be available. This requires synchronous
replication of all disk data and in-mem-
ory state data. This replicated data on
the standby server must be immediately
accessible in the event of a failure of the
active server. Thus, high-availability
middleware must perform four major
functions:

■ Disk data replication
■ In-memory state data replication
■ Failure detection
■ Transparent failover control

This article discusses the problem in
general and illustrates a particular solu-
tion by describing Continuous Com-
puting’s upSuite HA product.

Disk data replication
In order to provide high availability to
a general application, the high-avail-
ability software must provide disk data
replication from the active server to a
standby server. In the case of upSuite

HA, the upDisk module transparently
replicates disk data over a TCP/IP con-
nection. It replicates data at the file sys-
tem level as opposed to the volume
manager or block level. 

Rapid failover requires that disk data is
replicated between independent systems
rather than accessible by more than one
server in a shared-storage architecture.
In the shared-nothing configuration
used by upSuite HA, where data is
replicated at the file system level rather
than the volume manager level, no file
system recovery is needed in the event
of a failover. In the shared-storage con-
figuration used by other products, the
standby server must recover the file sys-
tem upon failover. This is a lengthy
process. The same is true of products
that replicate data at the volume man-
ager level instead of the file system
level. Thus, high-availability products
that use shared-storage configurations
or block-level replication cannot match
the availability and failover speed of the
upSuite HA solution. 

Several more advantages attach to the
shared-nothing architecture used by
upSuite HA. This architecture – based
on redundant systems, storage, and net-
works – contains no single point of fail-
ure. In the case of a shared-storage
subsystem, each disk drive channel may
be a single point of failure. In addition,
upSuite HA functions over any TCP/IP
connection. This means that there are no
geographic constraints, and a single pair
of servers can provide both disaster
recovery and rapid failover with no lost
data. A shared-storage architecture ob-
viously cannot offer disaster recovery.
Figure 1 shows upDisk at work.

In-memory state data replication
In order for an application to failover
seamlessly, in-memory state data must
be replicated as well as disk data. In the
case of upSuite HA, upState is a library
of APIs that enable application develop-
ers to pass in-memory application data
between the active application and its
standby. The upState API provides the
application with the ability to replicate
critical regions of memory containing
state data. These regions are sent to
the standby application on a checkpoint
or timed basis at the discretion of the
application developer. Figure 2 shows
upState at work.
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Failure detection
In order to achieve rapid failover, high-
availability software must be able to
detect any type of failure that prevents a
service from being provided in less than
a second. This includes hardware, disk,
software, and network failures. UpBeat
provides this functionality within
upSuite HA. Node-to-node heartbeats
over any TCP/IP connection detect
hardware failures and network failures.
Within each node, application heart-
beats and application wrappers detect
application failure. In addition, disk fail-
ure detection exists within each node.
Each of these failure detection elements
detects failure within half a second.
Thus, failover can immediately be
started, and with the hot standby created
by upState and upDisk ready to provide
the service, failover takes less than a
second.

IP address failover
The final element that must be con-
tained in a high-availability software
package is the ability to take advantage
of the hot-standby application once fail-

ure has been detected. This failover con-
trol functionality must be configurable
to the myriad of configurations and set-
tings desired by system architects. In
addition to failure detection, upBeat
provides such failover policy manage-
ment functionality. 

The core feature of failover control is the
IP address failover. In this step, the
standby server and standby application
take over the IP address of the service

that the active server and application
owned before failure (see Figure 3).
Thus, there is an IP address known to the
rest of the network for a service instead
of a server. In the event of a failover, the
network continues to use the same IP
address for the service and the failover is
transparent. The network elements are
alerted to the IP-MAC mapping change
through a gratuitous ARP.
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